Greetings Champion!
Blessings and increase to you in the mighty name of Jesus!
For the past few weeks I have been sharing with you some ideas about our
“Imagination.”
Leonardo da Vinci wrote prophetic words on his sketch of a flying machine. He
wrote, “Man shall grow wings.” His sketch was built into a machine that did
actually fly a few feet. The church leaders of the day labeled the flying machine
as “An instrument of the devil,” and forced the builder to destroy it.
Today, people fly all over the world and don't think much about the amazing
network of flying machines that connect us with people and places we would
have never known or visited in da Vinci's day.
Perhaps you have used your imagination to think that people don't like you, that
your unattractive, that you will never amount to very much. Unfortunately, many
wonderful people are plagued with the that kind of thinking.
I want you to know, understand, and believe that there is a realm of your
imagination, that if you tap into it, can give you a wonderful life.
In the most positive sense, the most dynamic aspect of your imagination is the
act of forming mental images of what you want but does not yet exist in the
physical and experiential realm for you, yet.
Your imagination has creative power that can take you further than just forming
mental images. It can actually cause the things you imagine to come into
existence. Perhaps you were not told this by your parents or in school.
When we are creatively imagining something, and factoring God into the
equation by using His promises, we are actually causing what we have imagined
to come into being because our mental, faith-images contain creative power.
Start imagining yourself experiencing excellent health. Having plenty of money.
Being a blessing to others wherever you go. And find the Scriptures that promise
you these very things and before long, you will experience what God has
promised and you desire.
Keep dreaming and imagining big,
Pastor Glen

